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MEMBER INFO
Dear Members,

Statement regarding Russia’s unlawful aggression in Ukraine:

WE STRONGLY CONDEMN RUSSIA'S AGGRESSION IN ITS NEIGHBORING COUNTRY
UKRAINE!

In this sad moment in Europe, we express our deep sympathy for all victims, both
Ukrainian and Russian! In the short term, military action will have an immeasurable
effect in Ukraine in terms of the loss of life and the threat to democracy. We fear
there will also be long term consequences, including far-reaching and very negative
impacts on diplomatic relations, business and development in Russia.

AS A FIRST STEP, WE URGE AN IMMEDIATE STOP TO ALL VIOLENT MILITARY ACTION

Heinz Sjögren, CEO
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Images from the war
More than 2 million Ukrainians have found asylum
in Poland and neighboring countries. Many more
leave their homes and jobs, away fleeing from
bombs, grenades and terror. Families are split.
Many are the innocent victims of the horrible war
actions taking place all over Ukraine. Life changed
overnight.
It is a great relief to see the support and aid
provided by many countries in Europe to Ukraine’s
refugees. And we hope that they will still have a
home-country to return to in the future. Moreover,
it is encouraging to see that so many volunteer
actions, including from companies, have been
organised in such a short time.
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There is also compassion for almost all Russians. Their life too changed overnight. Now many more live in
fear or denial. The economic situation in Russia is deteriorating from day to day. Many Western companies
– including most Swedish – are for various reasons forced to close operations.
Russian citizens now face problems converting Russian rubles to foreign currency, there are more travel
restrictions imposed and heavy sanctions from the West make it problematic for Russian companies to
continue normal operations. International trade is hurt in many ways. When will all this come to an end?
And will the Russian market ever recover?

We in the Chamber of Commerce continuously send out invitations to various webinars, seminars as well
as news articles covering the latest events. Stay tuned and follow us on LinkedIn.
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ISET Director Tamar Sulukhia: “Ukraine inspires a Better World”
ISET Policy Institute provides independent
policy research, analysis, and training, and it
reaches out to the broader academic, policy
and business community, as well as the general
public. On February 28th, the ISET Director
Tamar Sulukhia shared a message of solidarity
to Ukraine:
“As an economic policy think-tank, ISET
naturally intends to write about economics at this trying time. We hope to consider, for instance, the
impacts of Russian aggression against Ukraine on Georgia's economy – on trade, currency, energy security,
on regional connectivity, amongst other elements. We certainly will comment on these and more, but today
we also want to express how much we admire Ukraine's heroism and how it inspires a better world.
Ukraine has become a shining beacon. It is lit by the patriotic, brave energy of its people, the dignity of men
and women protecting their children and loved ones, their neighborhoods and communities, protecting
their land, and the Euro-Atlantic and democratic choices of the country and its people. Ukraine's tragedy
has transformed into a noble, heroic performance, and the most inspiring phenomenon, one which the
entire civilized world now admires through a veil of tears.
No matter how contradictory this may seem, Ukraine, in the middle of such a tragic reality, has given the
world a unique chance to become better. First, it inspires unprecedented solidarity around the globe – big
and small countries are confronting and isolating the aggressor together, while equally providing military,
humanitarian, and financial support to Ukraine. Second, it reminds the world that there is never 'too early'
to confront aggression and violence.
Georgia remains emotional, through the war in Ukraine we see our own history and our pain too. Rustaveli
Avenue stands full of people protesting against Russian aggression and expressing solidarity and admiration
with our Ukrainian allies. Thank you, Ukraine, for fighting on our behalf for the highest values of mankind.
The world stands with you.
Our friend and partner Kiev School of Economics, ISET's thoughts are with you.”
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Statement by the Swedish Association of Slavists
The Association of Slavists in the Nordic countries brings together
interested, knowledgeable people with a professional interest in Slavic
studies, i.e. studies that focus on Slavic-speaking countries. On February
27th the Swedish Asssociation of Slavists published following statement on
their webpage:
“We, Swedish slavists and teachers of Slavic languages at Swedish
universities, condemn Russia’s unprovoked and brutal invasion of its
peaceful neighbor Ukraine undertaken in an attempt to destroy its
democracy and statehood.
We also condemn the abuse of language, history, and culture by Russia’s state-controlled media that has
served to effectively prepare ground for this unprecedented attack against civilization and human dignity,
and that continues still in an attempt to justify the deed.
Finally, we also condemn the ongoing repressions against civil society in Russia itself. There are many among
us who work on a daily basis spreading knowledge of the Russian language, literature and culture. This work
has now become more complicated but also more necessary than ever.
We call on the leadership of the Russian Federation to immediately stop all military action. In this difficult
time, we express our full support for Ukraine and the Ukrainian people.”

AstraZeneca partners with UNICEF to support the people of Ukraine
AstraZeneca is a global, innovation-driven
biopharmaceutical company that focuses on
research, development, and marketing of
prescription medications.
As per the current humanitarian crisis in
Ukraine, AstraZeneca has partnered with
UNICEF to raise donations in support of
families and children under threat.
In order to find more information as well as support AstraZeneca’s humanitarian cause alongside UNICEF,
visit their website where you will have the possibility to make a direct donation.
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Swedish ice hockey family stand in solidarity with Ukraine
The Swedish ice hockey organisations SHL, SDHL, HockeyAllsvenskan och Svenska Ishockhey förbundet
start together with UNHCR a fundraising to support all the war victims in Ukraine. On their website they
shared the following message (translated from Swedish):
“We know that hockey has a unique ability to unite people and societies, and we now want to do it for
those whose life is at stake. You contribute by swishing any amount to 1230888966. For example, SEK 370
is enough for an emergency crisis response kit.”
Furthermore, since SHL is now in the middle of this year’s SHL Pride week, they would like to draw attention
on LGBTQ+ people, who are now extra vulnerable in Ukraine. RFSL's fundraising contributes to the
evacuation of LGBTQI people and supports LGBTQI organisations in Ukraine. Swisha any amount to 123 900
40 86 and mark with "Ukraina" to also contribute with help for vulnerable LGBTQI people.

Seminar on the political economy of the Russia-Ukraine conflict
On February 17th, the Forum for Research on Eastern Europe and Emerging Economies (FREE Network) with
two of its members, the Kyiv School of Economics (KSE) and the Stockholm Institute of Transition Economics
(SITE), held an online seminar and discussion on the risk of war between Russia and Ukraine and potential
consequences.
The online seminar featured Andrei Kolesnikov, Tymofiy Mylovanov and Elena Paltseva discussing not only
the logic behind the conflict between Russia-Ukraine but also the significant economic sanctions that will
undermine growth for years to come and the failure of a new gas connection to Europe.
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Sanction webinar at the Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS
On February 23rd, the Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS held a webinar on the new increased
sanctions as well as the possibility of excluding Russia from the global payment system SWIFT.

Close to 100 Swedish company representatives took the opportunity to participate and listen to some
sanction specialists as well as representatives from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Sweden. Companies
expressed great concerns and had many questions how possible further sanctions could affect business
negatively. The situation of course also differs between the companies depending on if the company has a
subsidiary operating in Russia, has production there, cross-border sale, staff etc. In general the financial
sanctions will have the most significant impact on business.
The sanction regime might alter quickly so always check with sanctions specialists in banks, at lawyers and
with right authorities, for instance The National Board of Trade Sweden.

Mannheimer Swartling organises webinars on latest sanctions against Russia

The President of the European Commission has recently announced that “massive and targeted sanctions”
will be presented against Russia in the coming days. The US, UK and other allies are also aligned and will
reportedly impose severe sanctions.

We are glad to announce the invitation from our member company Mannheimer Swartling to their
webinars with updates on the latest Sanctions against Russia! The webinars will focus on how the situation
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is evolving, and will provide an overview of the sanctions and other trade restrictions being introduced in
the region. You will also hear directly from our colleagues in the Moscow office who will shed light on the
effect of the sanctions on business operations in Russia and we will discuss compliance challenges and
practical recommendations.
When: Wednesday 2nd March & Wednesday 9nd March 2022
Time: 15.00 - 16.00 CET
Where: on Teams
The speakers from Mannheimer Swartling:
Carolina Dackö, Partner, Gothenburg – Corporate Sustainability and Risk Management |Trade
Fredrik Svensson, Partner, Moscow – Corporate Sustainability and Risk Management | Trade
To see details of the agenda and confirm your participation please follow this link.
Please feel free to send any questions in advance to christine.dahlen@msa.se.

Interpreter and translation support
Sweden is receiving an increased number of refugees from Ukraine. Many Swedish families offer shelter,
companies engage in various support actions, more assistance in many ways is offered through social
activity.
At the moment we see many Swedish companies that are abandoning their ongoing business operations
in Russia and that might unexpectedly be in need of additional handling documentation, negotiations and
alike
The Swedish Officers´Association for Military Interpreters offers their services to companies and
organizations in need of translation work, especially in Russian language. Please find more detailed
information (in Swedish!) and contacts at this link.

Calendar
March 9th

- Mannheimer Swartling’s webinars on latest sanctions against Russia

March 11th

- Chamber of Commerce arranging webinar with update and Q&A

April 7th

- WC qualifier in football (women): Georgia vs. Sweden

Continuously

- Follow our LinkedIn-page “Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS,
including Ukraine, for updates and webinar invitations!
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ECONOMY & POLITICS

Ruble down 38% YTD. 1 USD =138,5 RUB

Russia
World’s most sanctioned country
Russia is now the world's most sanctioned country,
surpassing Iran, Syria, and North Korea, according to
the sanctions tracking database; Castellum.AI.
(Spectatorindex.com, 07.03)

Default on Russia’s corporate debt?
Russia’s corporate sector has an accumulated external
debt amounting to USD 310bln. The question now is if
these loans will be repaid to the lenders? However,
there are some mitigating circumstances. About 40%
of the corporate debt is intercompany debt which
don't needs to be repaid. Another factor is that the
biggest debtors are largely in the raw materials
business and as the crisis is already contributing to an
increase in commodity prices, these companies are
much better placed to meet their obligations on their
own. (Intellinews.com, 04.03)

USA and UK ban imports of oil
The USA will ban all imports of Russian oil, natural gas
and coal in response to Vladimir Putin's invasion of
Ukraine. At the same time, the UK will ban imports on
Russian oil, though it will continue to allow natural gas
and coal from the country. (Bloomberg.com;
Axios.com, 08.03)

Shares are suspended from trading
The New York Stock Exchange and Nasdaq have
decided to temporarily suspend trading shares of
Russian-based companies. Also, London Stock
Exchange has suspended 27 Russian companies from
trading. (Cnbc.com, 03.03)

Russia bans foreign currency sales
Russia has banned all FX sales for 6 months, as a new
attempt to avert a run on the RUB. CBR says that banks
and brokers would be prohibited from selling foreign
currency in exchange for RUB until Sept. 9, 2022.
Russians who have foreign currency accounts would
be allowed to withdraw up to USD 10,000 (and in no
other currency). (Themoscowtimes.com, 09.03)

CBR raises key interest rate to 20%
Russia has hiked interest rates to 20% (from 10%) in
a dramatic attempt to stabilize the country’s financial
markets. Still the hike could not stop the RUB from
collapsing once market opened for business.
(Themoscowtimes.com,28.02)

S&P cuts Russia to ‘junk’ rating
S&P downgrades Russia’s sovereign credit rating from
“BBB-“ to “CCC-“ in less than a week’s time. S&P says
there may be further downgrade of Russia’s rating.
(Thenationalnews.com, 06.03)

Fitch says default is “imminent”
Both Moody’s and Fitch have downgraded Russia's
sovereign credit rating six notches to "junk" status. But
now, Fitch downgrades Russia's sovereign debt rating
farther into junk territory to "C", saying the decision
reflects the view that a default is "imminent." If Russia
were to default on a debt payment, it would be the first
time since 1998. (Themoscowtimes.com, 09.03)

Russian list of unfriendly countries
According to Kremlin the following countries are
considered as unfriendly: Australia, UK, EU countries,
Iceland, Canada, Liechtenstein, Monaco, New Zealand,
Norway, Korea, San Marino, Singapore, USA, Taiwan,
Ukraine,
Montenegro,
Switzerland,
Japan.
(Rian.ru,07.03)
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BUSINESS & FINANCE
Russia
300 companies leave Russian market
According to a team from Yale University, almost 300
companies have announced withdrawal from Russia
since it invaded Ukraine. (Forbes.com, 08.03)

Payment services suspend operations
American Express, Mastercard, Visa and Paypal stop
serving the Russian market. (SpectatorIndex.com,
06.03)

Automotive companies leave Russia
Following automotive companies are leaving the
Russian market or (temporarily) suspending its
business in the country: Porsche, BMW, Chevrolet,
Cadillac, General Motors, Jaguar Land Rover, John
Deer, Komatsu, Mercedes, Mitsubishi, Toyota, Mazda,
Nissan, Subaru, Bentley, Daimler, Ford, Honda,
Hyundai, Rolls Royce, Volkswagen, Mercedes,
Lamborghini and Ferrari. (drive.com.au, 07.03;
Hindustantimes.com, 08.03)

Swedish companies leaving Russia
Following Swedish companies are leaving the Russian
market or (temporarily) suspending its business in the
country: IKEA, H&M, Scania, Volvo, SKF, Spotify, Stora
Enso, Bonava, Electrolux, Ericsson, Sandvik. (DI.se,
08.03, and other)

Multinationals shutting down in Russia
McDonald's has decided to temporarily close 800
restaurants in Russia. Also, Starbucks leaves the
country and closes all 130 Russian cafés. At the same
time, Pizza Hut/ KFC, suspend investments and
developments in Russia. In addition, both Coca Cola
and PepsiCo have decided to suspend business in
Russia. (Fortune.com; BBC.com, 08.03)

Foreign banks leaving Russia
The following foreign, commercial banks are leaving
or consider leaving the Russian market: SEB, Nordea,
Raiffeisen, BNP Paribas, Société General, Credit Suisse,
UBS, HSBC, ING, JP Morgan. (Reuters.com, 01.03; DI.se,
04.03; Bloomberg.com, 07.03)

World Bank halts all programs
The World Bank has stopped all programs in Russia
and Belarus with immediate effect, following the
Russian invasion of Ukraine. (Reuters.com, 03.03)

Accounting firms leave Russia

Other Nordic companies leaving Russia
YIT, Ponsse, Metso Outotecs, Kemira, Prisma, Lego,
Maersk. (Wsj.com, 02.03; Bloomberg, 07.03; HBL.fi,
07.03, 08.03; and other)

Nordic food & beverage manufacturers
Valio, Fazer, Paulig, and Olvi stop all export and
import to Russia. Moreover, they are also closing
existing factories in Russia and Belarus. Furthermore,
Carlsberg halts exports and investments in Russia
(HBL.fi, 07.03; Reuters.com, 04.03)

No Russian trucks on Nordic ferries
Tallink, Viking Line and Eckerö Line stop Russian
registered trucks and haulers from entering their
ferries. (HBL.fi, 02.03)

Unilever suspends imports & exports
Unilever, the major European food company, will stop
imports and exports out of Russia because of the
invasion of Ukraine. (Reuters.com, 08.03)

All four top accounting firms are cutting ties with their
Russian operations. Deloitte, Ernst & Young, KPMG
and PricewaterhouseCoopers have decided to leave
Russia. (Wsj.com, 07.03)
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Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS
The Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS is an information, contact and service organisation. The mission
of the Chamber is to promote trade between Sweden - Russia and the CIS, as well as to work as a forum for new ideas
and exchanging of experiences.
To order subscription of this newsletter, please contact Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS. See contact
information below.

Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS
Contacts
Secretariat contacts:
Regina Guvenius
Tel: (+46)-70-4501945
info@swedishrussian.com
www.swedishrussian.com

About Newsletter Content
The Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS newsletter is
produced by Maiyak AB, a Stockholm-based fintech company,
helping SMEs being investable. Learn more:

maiyak.com
The newsletter contains information from selected media sources.
Maiyak does not take responsibility for incorrect information
originated in the source material. Questions regarding the
newsletter content should be sent to:

info@maiyak.com
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